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AIDS / Memoir
• Snippets from the Trenches, 

a mother’s AIDS memoir
Freda Wagman

 A time line of the twelve-year journey of the author’s 
son living with HIV/AIDS.
 Upon learning of his diagnosis early in 1983, she 
joined the fledgling AIDS Foundation Houston. Through-
out the book, she tells of her involvement in helping other 
people, along with the hope of learning how to deal with 
her own impending loss. Of course, as the reader finds, one 
is never prepared for that.
 The book chronicles the author’s personal growth 
while monitoring her only child’s health and that of numer-
ous people with AIDS whom she had grown to love. Even 
her fellow volunteers were succumbing to the illness, 
magnifying the sorrow to even greater levels.
 “The book you sent me is wonderfully written. I’m not 
a bit surprised that Foreword Magazine designated it the 
book of the year,”—Marion Roach Smith, heard daily on 
‘The Naturalist’s Datebook’ (Martha Stewart Living Radio) 
and author of The Memoir Project, A Thoroughly Non-
Standardized Text for Writing & Life.
 Susan Choi, Pulitzer Prize Finalist, American 
Woman: “The really extraordinary thing about this book is 
that it tells the story of how one mother embarked on her 
feverish course of involvement in the AIDS community, in 
large part to help herself come to terms with the possibility 
of her son’s death.
 “But all that work really doesn’t prepare her. She 
becomes incredibly intimate with a series of strangers, yet 
she and her son have more and more trouble talking about 

HIS illness, which is the reason she is doing all this in the 
first place. 
 “She becomes indispensable at the bedsides of count-
less other people, but when Gary is dying she feels help-
less, disconnected and as if she’d never set foot in an AIDS 
hospital room.
 “What is moving about this book is the fact that all 
this preparation doesn’t prepare, because NOTHING can 
prepare her.
 “An unflinching, heartbreaking memoir. A testament 
to one woman’s bravery and caring in the face of trag-
edy.”—Follow the Sun.
 “A powerful and moving portrait of the limits of 
humanity and the many faces of AIDS. Written with a 
profoundly empathetic voice.”—Pressque Editing.
 Go to http://video.yahoo.com/watch/
4968051?fr=yvmtf for a Snippets video trailer
 Soft cover, 258 pages. U.S. price $18. Freda 
Wagman. Chinese rights sold; all other rights available.

Antiques / Collecting / Antique Silver
• All About Antique Silver with International 

Hallmarks
Diana Sanders Cinamon

 An easy-to-follow guide into the world of antique 
silver.
 “This book is different and you should own it.”—
Dean Six, Editor, Silver Magazine.
 This is the most comprehensive book on antique silver 
on the market today, generously illustrated with 146 pic-
tures and up-to-date silver hallmarks for 24 countries.
 The appendix includes the British Design Registry 
System, United States Utility and Design Patent Numbers, 
a table of conversions, and Vienna Hallmarking Conven-
tion information.
 You will want to carry this book around with you as a 
quick reference guide.
 “...Great value for beginning silver enthusiasts, but it 
also includes information that would be of use for ad-
vanced collectors and dealers.”—Dean Six.
“The more experienced collector and appraiser may 
particularly appreciate the last two-thirds of the book, 
which illustrates a good collection of hallmarks for 
European countries and Great Britain. 
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“The French and English hallmarks in particu-
lar are easier to read than those found in respective 
hallmark bibles, Tardy and Bradbury.“—Martin Fuller, 
GG, reviewer, National Association of Jewelry Ap-
praisers.

“Clear and well-formatted, All About Antique 
Silver provides a good reference source for Interna-
tional silver marks, including the more modern marks 
lacking from [a number of prominent] standards ... A 
useful quick guide.”—Kerry Shrives, silver appraiser, 
‘Antiques Roadshow’.

Author Diana Sanders Cinamon holds numerous 
professional appraisal certifications for antique silver 
and antique jewelry. 

Soft cover, 269 pages. U.S. price $39.95. AAA 
Publishing. All rights available.

Crime / True Crime, Prison
• In the Spider’s Web

Jerome Gold

In the Spider’s Web is set in Ash Meadow, a 
prison for children in Washington State. The story cen-
ters on Caitlin Weber, a girl, who, in collusion with her 
mother and four other children, murdered her mother’s 
employer. While this book falls within the genre of 
“true crime,” it is not with the commission of the 
murder that the story is primarily concerned. Rather it 
is what happens afterward, particularly to Caitlin, that 
is the focus.  

Arrested less than a week following the murder, 
Caitlin and her best friend, Sonia, are charged as adults 
and each sentenced to 22 years in prison. Caitlin was 
13 years old when she helped kill the victim; Sonia 
was 14 years and one week old. Neither had been in 
legal trouble before. Upon sentencing, they were sent 
to Ash Meadow where they would stay until they 
turned 18. Then they would be transferred to “Purdy,” 
a prison for adult women, to serve the remainder of 
their sentences.  

In the Spider’s Web focuses on Caitlin’s expe-
rience in Ash Meadow and on her relationship with 
Jerry, her rehabilitation counselor (and the author of 
this book).

Part One of the book provides the reader a feel 
for the prison environment that awaits Caitlin, and 
introduces the reader to the staff and inmates of the 
Maximum Security unity where Caitlin will live for 
most of her time in Ash Meadow. The first part also 
introduces the reader to the relationships between staff, 
and between staff and the administrators who govern 
the prison, all of which will have an effect on Caitlin. 

Part Two begins with Caitlin’s arrival at the 
prison and the start of her relationship with Jerry. The 
relationship is rocky at first because Jerry has the same 
name and is around the same age as the man she killed. 

Although Jerry does not know this at first, Caitlin 
is effectively haunted by her victim. She is assailed 
by guilt over what she did, and anger toward her 
mother whose idea the murder was. She struggles with 
depression and has contemplated suicide. She wants 
to deny responsibility for her role in the murder and 
resents Jerry for bringing up the past when she wants 
to forget it. But as their relationship progresses, they 
develop respect and even love for each other—she for 
him because he does not judge her and because she 
senses that in some way he is like her; he for her be-
cause, despite her sometimes feeling overwhelmed by 
prison life, something in her insists that she keep try-
ing to better herself, to make life tolerable for herself 
even in confinement. He is the surrogate for the father 
who abandoned her when she was small, and she is 
the daughter he lost when he was divorced.  

Eventually Caitlin is transferred to the adult 
prison at Purdy and Jerry resigns from his job. In an 
epilogue, the reader sees that their relationship, while 
transformed, continues. 

Note:  In the Spider’s Web is the second book 
to be published concerning the author’s experience 
as a counselor in Ash Meadow. The first book was 
published in 2009 under the title Paranoia & Heart-
break: Fifteen Years in a Juvenile Facility. A third 
book is schedule for publication in 2017.

Publication Date: May, 2015
Softcover, 214 pages. U.S. price $14.95. Black 

Heron Press. All rights available.

Education
• A Thinker’s Daily Challenge™

Ken Havelock

“In an era of mindless distractions Ken Have-
lock’s new book A Thinker’s Daily Challenge is a 
refreshing intellectual delight! It contains a host of 
stimulating activities. Learning is exciting and fun, 
and can even be addictive, and this is deftly demon-
strated in this unique book. A Thinker’s Daily Chal-
lenge clearly reminds us that there is much we need 
to know and learn!”—Professor Philip Bigler, 1998 
National Teacher of the Year and popular author of 
historical non-fiction.

Young and old alike love ‘quiz shows,’ and Ken 
Havelock’s book provides a similar experience in the 
form of a budding book series!

Volume 1 masters the formula of ‘making learn-
ing fun!’ The volume follows a unique ‘daily format’ 
as it offers four months of daily challenges, plus two 
dozen bonuses, and covers geography, history, and the 
sciences. It features rebus and word-finder puzzles, 
image identifications (in b/w and color), short stories, 
questions presented in a number of formats, and many 
surprises.
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It can justifiably be said that this book series 
brings our fascinating world to your doorstep, no mat-
ter what corner of the earth an individual calls home.

Author Ken Havelock’s widespread interests have 
taken him many places, and include securing the US 
and Canadian utility patents for his invention ‘arm-
tray for wheelchair.’

Softcover, 184 pages. U.S. price $19.95. Howlite 
Press. All rights available.

Esoteric / New Age, Metaphysical, Spiritual
• Jewel in the Lotus, The Tantric Path to Higher

Consciousness
Sunyata Saraswati and Bodhi Avinasha

A complete and systematic course in the science 
of Tantric Kriya Yoga.

Soft cover, 196 pages, $12. International Titles. 
French, Italian, Polish, Czech, Bulgarian, Croatian 
and Spanish rights sold; all other rights available.

Esoteric / Spiritual
• Anchoring the Light Body on Earth

Nada-Yolanda

Esoteric teachings and interdimensional commu-
nications present clear, unparalleled guidelines on how 
to recognize and work with the immortal, resurrected, 
light body of the I Am Self, as demonstrated by Christ 
Jesus.

Travel back in time two thousand years. Imagine 
yourself in the Upper Room, sitting at the feet of the 
Master, the resurrected Christ, Jesus of Nazareth. Bask 
in the radiance of his materialized presence. Hear his il-
luminating words, given then to a few disciples. Receive 
his inner teaching, the true meaning of his resurrection 
into the light body, the spiritual or ascended form of his 
I Am Self.

So it is now. Anchoring the Light Body on Earth 
reveals the sacred wisdom that Christ Jesus imparts to 
all who are ready to follow his pattern in reevolving into 
cosmic consciousness. Herein are the keys you need to 
understand, and to prepare for, the demonstration of your 
own immortal, etheric, fourth dimensional, resurrected, 
light body.

The time is ripe. In these Latter Days, light workers 
throughout the planet are undergoing a spiritual regenera-
tion that will lead all mankind into the fourth dimension, 
a new heaven on a new Earth.

We are preparing the force field for the redescent 
of our planetary way shower, Sananda, in his light body 
as Christ Jesus. Copartners in the Second Coming, we 
are called to anchor our light bodies on Earth in order 
to lift mass consciousness for this prophesied event. As 
we ascend, Sananda descends.

In the Upper Room of your consciousness, the res-
urrected Christ, your own I Am presence, awaits you. 
Seated at the feet of the Master — and at the feet of all 
ascended beings ready to instruct you — open your mind 
and heart to the adventure of a lifetime: anchoring your 
light body on Earth!

Contents: Two Sections:
Rediscover Your Light Body presents an unparal-

leled primer for understanding the nature and function 
of our fourth dimensional, immortal, resurrected form 
through which we express fully our Christ powers and 
talents as children of Father-Mother God.

No other guidebook offers such a clear and succinct 
teaching on the light body. It provides important histori-
cal context, as well as guidelines on how to recognize 
and to work with light-body contact. Six chapters also 
contain helpful visualizations and questions for all truth 
seekers.

Channelings. Selected by El Morya/Mark in 
1975 from among thousands of channelings delivered 
through Nada-Yolanda, 84 pertinent communications 
flesh out a basic understanding of the light body.

The messages reveal how the ascended masters 
carefully have laid out a step-by-step program for the 
light workers, guiding them to anchor their light bod-
ies on Earth in preparation for the Second Coming.

Soft cover, 344 pages. U.S. price $20. Mark-Age. 
All rights available.

Esoteric / Spiritual
• Cosmic Laws
Nada-Yolanda

In the esoteric genre, Cosmic Laws is an unparal-
leled primer of universal teachings. Based on New 
Age channelings via Nada-Yolanda, Cosmic Laws re-
veals 23 basic spiritual principles and correlates them 
with the world’s major philosophies and religions.

No matter our spiritual pathway, to attain enlight-
enment we must know and apply the universal laws 
that govern our lives throughout eternity.

Included laws are: Oneness; Individuality; Polar-
ity; Love; Creation; Integration; Transmutation; Sac-
rifice; Equality; Give & Take; Free Will; Noninterfer-
ence; Order; Cause & Effect (Karma); Reincarnation; 
Growth & Evolution; Attraction & Repulsion; 
Righteousness; Example; Balance & Harmony; Com-
pensation; Life; Perfection.

In 1956-58, Nada-Yolanda had a profound, star-
tling, spiritual awakening and has devoted over forty-
five years as the cofounder and primary channel for 
the I AM Nation through Mark-Age, Inc. She toured 
and lectured around the world about the Second Com-
ing of I Am consciousness on Earth and the promise 
of the return of her master teacher, Sananda-Jesus the 
Christ.
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Cosmic Laws is our premier primer of universal 
teachings!

Soft cover, 161 pages, glossary. U.S. price $15. 
Mark-Age, Inc. All rights available.

Esoteric / Spiritual
• How to Do All Things, Your Use of Divine Power

Mark Age

Master your life. Help change the world. Discov-
er a new way to solve your problems and reach your 
goals. Be all you were created to be: a spiritual being 
with unlimited resources and talents.

You are a child of God, the Source of all power, 
wisdom, healing and love. How To Do All Things 
takes you step by step to experiencing your true Self. 
No rituals. No complicated teachings. Simple, clear 
knowledge leads directly to the Source. Mastership is 
for everyone.

How To Do All Things’ simple, practical ap-
proach will serve you in all your activities. It has been 
used successfully by those of all religious and spiritual 
backgrounds, opening the door for many in under-
standing their faith. Countless readers have testified to 
its impact on their lives.

“If you do not already own a copy of this book, 
I strongly suggest that you obtain one immediately. 
You will probably always wish to keep the book at 
hand as a ready reference for spiritual and material 
decisions.”—Vance Ferguson, Personal Fulfillment 
Trainer.

“Here is a milestone text explaining methods 
whereby one can achieve more spiritual understanding 
and greater use of divine power. This work of love . . . 
is a divine instructional guide that starts with the basic 
truth, ‘Man is not just a physical body with a brain 
but is a spirit with mind and body.’ This is the first of 
many, many truths offered by Mark Age. The purpose 
is to help lead the reader to a joyful and abundant life, 
steeped in spirituality. It succeeds!”— Richard Fuller, 
Senior Editor, Metaphysical Reviews.

Softcover, 144 pages. U.S. price $8. Mark-Age. 
Spanish rights sold; all other rights available.

Fiction
• Damp Whisper

Gabrielle F. Culmer

A suspensful novel about love and courage 
while faced with life’s challenges.

Damp Whisper is a descriptive and romantic 
novel about Amelia, a successful real estate agent in 
London, in the middle of planning her wedding in the 
tropics.

An unfortunate event occurs while probating her 
mother’s estate, and she and her family are forced to 
guard the family heirlooms on the continent.

Luckily, Amelia has the moral support of her 
fiancé, Lars, an international lawyer, as well as her 
watchful family who live in the U. K. and Bermuda.

Gabrielle F. Culmer is the author of the novels, 
Arrive by Dusk published by Archway Publishing and 
A Matter of Keeping, as well as the poetry collections 
Blue Streams to Paradise (2006) and Glenely Bay and 
Nostalgia from Paris (2014). She is a lawyer with 
university degrees from New York, Chicago and the 
United Kingdom.

Softcover, 242 pages. U.S. price $12.95; eBook 
$3.99. Gabrielle F. Culmer. All rights available.

Fiction
• Arrive by Dusk

Gabrielle F. Culmer

Mindy Croixe is a widow at thirty-four and a 
highly respected artist whose landscape and aquatic 
scenes depict imagery from New York to Paris, where 
she has lived with her late husband Lamont, an aris-
tocrat from Europe. She is participating in a new art 
show in St. Tropez when she comes across her friend 
Blaine who is also on business in the area. He is open-
ing a luxury hotel overlooking the sea, the latest of his 
international resorts and yet still yearns for stability in 
his personal life. It is a story about ambition and emo-
tions as their journey continues across two continents.  

Gabrielle F. Culmer has previously published 
two novels, A Matter of Keeping (2009), and Damp 
Whisper (2012), and one collection of poetry, Blue 
Streams to Paradise (2006). She is a lawyer based in 
New York and has earned several university degrees 
from universities in England, New York and Chicago. 
She has spent time in France to research subject matter 
when writing the novel.

Hard and softcover, 241 pages. U.S. price $34.99; 
$17.99.  Archway Publishing. All rights available.

Fiction
• Early Pleasures: Memoirs of a Sensual Youth

Frederick Kohner

“This sweet little piece of perfection,” as a reader 
of Early Pleasures in manuscript called it, was only 
recently discovered among Frederick Kohner’s papers.

A fictionalization of the author’s adolescent 
sexual adventures in Austria and Paris in the years 
following World War I, they are for the most part 
adventures in sexual frustration. Through the four 
women he encounters—his brother’s nanny; a young 
countess and the sister of a proto-Nazi; a domestic 
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with an emotional disorder; and a White Russian 
émigré—the narrator experiences not only desire but 
also the tragedy of life and the humor inherent in life’s 
ironies. A book to be savored.

Readers may not be familiar with the author’s 
name, but more likely they will have heard of his 
daughter Kathy, also known as ‘Gidget,’ the little 
Malibu surfer who became an American icon when 
her father wrote the novel Gidget that inspired three 
movies and a popular TV series.

Hardcover, 178 pages. U.S. price $23.95. Black 
Heron Press. All rights available.

Fiction
• Stilbird

Sandra Shwayder Sanchez

Beginning with the strangling of a perceived 
witch in 1880s Scotland, Stillbird spans five genera-
tions and traces a story as ancient as the Greek Trag-
edies and as modern as the daily news. Stillbird by the 
River, widowed by the young Scotsman she marries, is 
raped by his brother. Her granddaughter, Mary Queen 
of Scots, is first rescued from drowning by a traveling 
preacher then sold to a traveling carnival when she 
gives birth to an armless child of incest. Elements of 
magical realism and archetypal characters give this 
brief novel a mystical and mythic quality.

“What a pleasure to read this inventive, intelligent 
new novel by Sandra Shwayder Sanchez. Stillbird has 
the resonance of an epic tale and the immediacy of a 
gripping story-line. Sanchez reveals an acute sense of 
place and season as well as a rich appreciation for his-
tory. Through nuanced characterization and dramatic 
suspense, Sanchez draws us into a complex and fasci-
nating world. Stillbird shows us that Sandra Shwayder 
Sanchez is a writer to watch for.”—Valerie Miner, 
author of Abundant Light and The Low Road.

“Stillbird is a strangely powerful novel whose 
haunting, almost surreal images; lyrical, dreamlike 
prose; and complexity will challenge the most sophis-
ticated reader..Sanchez’ writing style is exquisite. Her 
flawless prose flows, sometimes beautiful, sometimes 
disturbing but always memorable. Stillbird is a novel 
I highly recommend for the serious reader.”—Mayra 
Calvani, The Bloomsbury Review.

Soft cover, 124 pages. U.S. price $9.50. The 
Wessex Collective. All rights available..

Fiction / Action Adventure with a Science 
Fiction Twist

• Strike at the Heart—The First Mission
Lawrence W. Berrie

Winner, Best Genre-Based Book, London Book 
Festival.

“Strike at the Heart —I found the premise 
intriguing and the writing crisp. This is an old-fash-
ioned page-turner that sucks you in.”—London Book 
Festival JUDGE ONE.

  “Strike at the Heart—I definitely feel like I 
want to see the movie. The author has obviously trav-
eled a bit and has a good eye for scene-setting and 
plot development. It’s not easy to do an involved plot 
like this, but the author carries it out with aplomb.  
Enjoyed it very much and would, at the least, give it 
hard consideration for the category winner.”—London 
Book Festival JUDGE TWO.

Best Science Fiction Novel—New York Book 
Festival.

“Strike at the Heart is a page-turner. An intriguing 
concept and deftly maneuvered.”—NYBF judge.

“Film worthy, and definitely worth checking out. 
A page-turning read.” “I enjoyed this from start to fin-
ish. What a vivid imagination.”—Judges’ comments 
from the Hollywood Book Fair (Honorable Mention in 
General Fiction category).

Winner of 1st and 2nd Place recognition in the 
Genre-Based category at the DIY Convention Book 
Fair.

Captain John Harris, special forces A team leader, 
finds himself in a strange and unknown world when 
his convoy encounters a time gate in the middle of 
East Africa. He struggles to keep everyone together in 
spite of the attempts of Colonel David Walsh, MD, to 
assume command.

Just before leaving for Africa, Harris’ fiancée 
breaks up with him. His second in command and 
blood brother is her cousin. Harris is determined to get 
back to rectify the relationship. But he needs boats to 
reach the extraction point in time and he does not have 
any.

Nomi is an African princess who lives in the year 
4000 BC. She dreams of a big, strong warrior rescu-
ing her from their hated enemy, the Masai. But when 
her father has dreams about her and the tribal shaman 
says that she must marry the warrior from the North 
who defeated the Masai and leave her tribe or else her 
people will die, she learns how hard it can be living 
dreams.
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For a video look at this series, go to www.
strikeattheheart.com.

A graduate of California State University of Los 
Angeles, L.W. Berrie worked in the aerospace industry 
for twenty-three years before entering the Legal Assis-
tance Program at UC-Irvine. The University provided 
the research materials for this book.

Hard and soft cover, 235 pages. U.S. price 
$22.99/$15.99. Xlibris/Lawrence W. Berrie. All rights 
available.

Fiction / Action Adventure with a Science 
Fiction Twist

• Strike at the Heart—The Rescue Mission
Lawrence W. Berrie

Honorable Mention, Best Genre-Based Book, 
London Book Festival.

A sequel to The First Mission—there’s a wait-
ing list in Iraq among US Army Rangers to read these 
novels.

Colonel John Harris, U.S. Army Special Forces, 
goes back in time to retrieve his lost men. But some-
thing is blocking their way from leaving.

Some blame the ghost of Harris’ adversary, Mhal-
glami, and some blame the land gone wild. Harris is 
afraid that this time they may bring back more than 
they bargained for.

Usa, both Teri and Masai, longs for a world where 
her mixed heritage does not matter. Although promised 
to N’Grundbligimi since childhood, their marriage 
is opposed by powerful forces from both within and 
outside the tribe. She wants to pursue her dreams. But 
will she find such a place?

“Writing is sharp, [an] interesting story...definitely 
good at describing military activities...Definitely a 
contender for a prize.”—New York Book Festival 
judge.

Winner of 1st and 2nd Place recognition in 
the Genre-Based category at the 

DIY Convention Book Fair.

A graduate of California State University of Los 
Angeles, L.W. Berrie worked in the aerospace industry 
for twenty-three years before entering the Legal As-
sistance Program at UC-Irvine.

Hard and soft cover, 222 pages. U.S. price 
$22.99/$15.99. Xlibris/Lawrence W. Berrie. All rights 
available.

Fiction / Business Fiction
• The Boss

Andrew O’Keeffe

The Boss is a novel based on true stories about 
bosses. Written by an ex-IBM business executive, the 
book is an insider’s exposé of the world of work and 
the impact leaders have on people’s spirits. 

The Boss tells the story of Lauren Johnson, a 
talented but naive professional struggling under an 
insensitive boss who undermines her at every turn. 
Forced into a final decision, Lauren must fight back 
or have her spirit crushed. 

The first print run of 5,000 in Australia sold out. 
The book was published in America in May 2009.

The book is aimed at two markets:
1. The consumer market where people associate 

strongly with the true events and the challenges of 
working for a boss who saps people’s energy;

2. The corporate market where organizations buy 
copies for their managers to use in leadership training 
and coaching. At the back of the book are discussion 
questions to assist leadership education and on our 
website is a facilitator’s guide with suggested an-
swers. Organizations that have purchased bulk copies 
for their managers or staff include Coca Cola, GE, 
Ericsson, Pfizer, Symantec and Thales.

“The Boss is a rare novel that exposes the truth 
about what work can do to the human soul.”—Craig 
Donaldson, HR Magazine.

Finalist in the Best New Fiction category of USA 
Book News ‘National Best Books’ 2009 Awards

Hard cover, 264 pages; U.S. price $24.95. 
Andrew O’Keeffe. Korean foreign rights sold; all 
other rights available.

Fiction / Historical
• For Love’s Sake Only Trilogy

Gayle Rogers

The For Love’s Sake Only trilogy finds all of 
the main characters of Nakoa’s Woman returned, this 
time to Elizabethan England.

The book is a tribute to the strength and genius 
of Elizabeth Tudor, including her stand against the 
tyranny of the church embodied by Philip II, king of 
Spain.

The Queen’s life forms the basis of the trilogy, 
including her devotion and love for a man hardly 
deserving.

Elizabeth faced constant attempts on her life 
instigated by the Pope and Philip. 

Philip wanted Elizabeth’s throne for Catholic 
Mary Stuart who had foolishly lost her own. Eliza-
beth, after all, defended Protestants, ensuring the 
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success of The Reformation—a momentous event in 
our life even today.

Nakoa/Nakole is a poor but educated man adopted 
into the Drake clan. When he meets Mylayna, a 
highborn lady serving Elizabeth at court, it is instant 
attraction. The class barrier between them seems insur-
mountable, however. Nitanna/Netalia (from Nakoa) is 
there as well to make murder necessary again.

In any structured society, one thing talks—wealth. 
To win Mylayna as his wife, Nakole sets out to pirate 
the Spanish with his foster brother, the incredible 
Francis Drake.

This trilogy has it all—the pirating, the perilous 
voyage around the word, the pre-Armada attacks and 
the action climaxing in the Armada invasion.

This is an age of belief in black magic and it is 
here as well. But evil cannot transcend love...when we 
return to earth again...for love’s sake only.

For Love’s Sake Only, Volume 1: Crownwood. 
Soft cover, 337 pages, U.S. price $18. Sojourner 
Publishers Inc. All rights available. For Love’s Sake 
Only, Volume 2: The Golden Hind. Soft cover, 336 
pages, U.S. price $18. Sojourner Publishers Inc. All 
rights available. For Love’s Sake Only, Volume 3: 
Cothelstone. Soft cover, 471 pages. U.S. price $18. 
Sojourner Publishers Inc. All rights available.

Fiction / Historical
• Gladyce with a C

Gayle Rogers

A semi-autobiographical novel combining the ac-
count of the author’s family and her own life with the 
lovers of Nakoa’s Woman who meet and fall in love 
again during the Second World War.

Author Gayle Rogers draws on her own near-
death experience in order to create the psychic, super-
natural and deeply spiritual mysticism left the door 
from the soul open to them.

 The Gladyce on the cover is the author’s mother 
at the same age as that of Gladyce as the novel begins.

Learn, share, laugh, cry and know the triumph in 
the acceptance of the self in the glory of its totality.

Hardcover, 308 pages. U.S. price $25.95. 
Sojourner Publishers Inc. All rights available.

Fiction / Historical
• My Name Was Mary

Gayle Rogers

Abraham Lincoln fell deeply in love with Mary 
Todd. As he was quoted as saying many times—he 
never fell out.

She was of a wealthy family and was scorned by 
all of her wealthy sisters for marrying a poor man, 

deeply in debt with none of the prospects of the 
wealthy suitors who courted her. Separated far too 
long by Lincoln’s fear of giving her a life of hardship 
she could not bear, in the end their love would not al-
low them to remain apart.

Lincoln bore the vicious attacks on his wife with 
great pain. Hated in the South for being the wife of 
Abraham Lincoln, hated in the North for being a 
Southerner, she is one of the most maligned persons 
in American history. Lincoln’s exalted status made the 
vicious attacks on him irrelevant. Without her hus-
band’s status, Mary became temporarily crushed under 
more grief than she could bear.

Without her story, you do not know Abraham Lin-
coln for the man he was: tender lover, husband and fa-
ther, a human man who forgot to bank the coals for the 
morning fire, forgot to come home at the proper time 
for meals, who usually read with his feet on a table or 
lying on the floor with his feet up on a chair, a man 
who spoiled their four sons by denying them nothing, 
and always, always cherished the woman who stole 
his heart away. ‘Love is eternal,’ he had written in her 
wedding ring, and for them it is.

Let her speak for herself. Honestly. It is about 
time.

“...a moving account....”—Anne Thompson, ‘On 
The Book Shelf.’

Hard cover, 387 pages. U.S. price $25.95. 
Sojourner Publishers Inc.. All rights available.

Fiction / Historical
• Nakoa’s Woman

Gayle Rogers

Gayle Rogers has skillfully created a novel that is 
both a stirring exploration of the world of the Native 
American and an epic love story. Over time, it has 
become a true cult classic.

It is the tale of a beautiful white girl, Maria, 
captured by the Blackfoot warrior Nakoa, and of their 
stormy relationship as she struggles against her grow-
ing love for her captor, and he struggles against the 
customs of his people to keep her.

Filled with Native American wisdom, mysticism 
and accurate anthropology.

Originally published in 1972 as The Second 
Kiss, this book sold nearly a million copies as a Dell 
paperback.

“A fascinating portrayal of physical & spiritual 
love.”— 
Library Journal.

“Spellbinding... Bittersweet... At once violent, 
mystical and wise!”—Publishers Weekly.

“Original and moving...enthralls the reader.”—
Columbus Dispatch.
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The author taught history and literature for 
twenty eight years and says that when she wrote this 
book she actually saw it happening.

Soft cover, 343 pages. U.S. price $11.95 
Sojourner Publishers Inc. All rights available.

Fiction / Historical, Espionage
• The Shenandoah Spy, Being The True Life 

Adventure of Belle Boyd, CSA, 
The “Confederate Cleopatra”

Francis Hamit

Perfect for Fiction Lists that Include Romantic                    
Action Novels for Women

The story of a teenaged society girl who became 
a scout and spy for the Confederate Army, and who 
spied from the midst of a Union Army headquarters 
and delivered intelligence that made possible Stone-
wall Jackson’s Valley Campaign.

Belle Boyd was a classic Southern Belle who 
could also ride and shoot as well as a man. She se-
duced a Union Army staff officer. She also ran across 
the battlefield under fire to deliver intelligence to 
Jackson. She later became the first woman in Ameri-
can history commissioned an army officer. 

Based on real people and events; not suitable 
for young children; scenes of sexuality and extreme 
violence.

“Real facts and fictional imagination are woven 
throughout the story.... The writing is truly gifted and 
Hamit is inventive with his use of real and fictional 
dialogs and narratives of people and events...

“He...captures the female energy of Belle Boyd 
so that she has power, intelligence, sex appeal and 
cunning. He also gives us a good supporting cast of 
characters. For those who...a good adventure story this 
is a book worth reading. I give it five stars.”—W.H. 
McDonald, Jr., President, Military Writers Society of 
America.

“The Shenandoah Spy commands your attention 
immediately and does not deviate from intensity until 
you finish Belle Boyd’s episodes. Francis Hamit’s 
captivating style takes you on a journey of fantasy...
embedded with historical realism [that] makes The 
Shenandoah Spy an exciting read. Francis Hamit has 
been a writer for over 40 years and is a true word-
smith...Highly Recommended”—Clark Issacs.

Soft cover, 448 pages, including end matter and 
map. U.S. price $22.50; e-book $9.99. Brass Cannon 
Media. All rights available.

Fiction / Historical, Espionage
• The Queen of Washington

Francis Hamit
 
Romance, Civil War, Sex, Espionage...
A meticulously researched novel focused on the 

Famous Confederate spy Rose Geenhow who “en-
tertained” the Union General Staff and government 
cabinet ministers lavishly in Washington during the 
U.S. Civil War, obtaining information she arranged to 
reach the Confederacy in Richmond.

Was she part of a wide-ranging plot to split the 
United States into two nations that began before the 
Mexican War?

Were she and her husband, Robert, a high-level 
U.S. State Department official, conduit of information 
for the French and British Ministers in Washington?

Hardcover, 328 pages. U.S. price $32. Brass 
Cannon Media. Worldwide English language audio 
book rights sold; all other rights available.

Fiction / Historical, ‘New Journalism’ 
American and Family History

• Shadows to the Sun
Gayle Rogers

For generations, the Covington family stood at the 
center of American history.

A Covington was with Washington at Valley 
Forge while another rose to the rank of general in the 
Continental Army. The Covingtons were firm friends 
with Andrew Jackson and the families intermarried. 
Shadows to the Sun focuses on the Reverend Dan-
iel Asbury Covington, a Mississippi abolitionist as 
besotted with Lincoln’s career as he was with ending 
slavery, and his own family. Covering the years 1854 
to 1866, the novel is a fictional but accurate treatment 
of a group of people living in the ante bellum South.

There can be few better settings for a novel of 
romance and conflict than an abolitionist family in the 
ante bellum South. Novelist Gayle Rogers extracts 
every ounce of both romance and excitement from the 
actual lives of family members as they love and fight 
their way through the four long years of America’s 
most bloody war.

eBook, 653 pages. Gayle Rogers.  All rights 
available.
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Fiction / Historical, Vietnam
• Flesh

Khanh Ha

Set in Annam at the turn of the 20th century, Flesh 
tells the story of a boy who witnesses the execution, 
by beheading, of his father, a notorious bandit, and sets 
out to recover his father’s head and then find the man 
who betrayed his father to the authorities.

A coming-of-age story as well as a tender love 
story, Flesh takes the reader into places where enemies 
may be your allies and true love hurts.

“In this dark, violent, and poetic saga...charac-
ters are not who they seem. While this makes for a 
thrilling finale, what lingers more...is Ha’s descrip-
tive prose.”—Publishers Weekly.

“Readers who enjoy epic sagas set in faraway 
lands will find absorbing satisfaction here.”—Library 
Journal.

Hardcover, 368 pages. U.S. price $25.95. Black 
Heron Press. All rights available.

Fiction / Literary
• Three Novellas

Sandra Shwayder Sanchez

This collection of novellas is about journeys.
In The Last Long Walk of Noah Brown, a young 

man leaves his hometown of Annapolis in 1965. A 
complete innocent, he trusts the people he encounters 
along the roads who give him direction until he settles 
in New Orleans where he eventually rescues people 
and animals caught in the 2005 flood.

The King and the Clockmaker examines ques-
tions about the genesis of evil, the role of art and the 
nature of time.

In The Vast Darkness, a young woman student of 
anthropology reflects upon the influence of isolated 
mountain living upon her neighbors.

“Sandra Shwayder Sanchez continues to prove 
herself as a powerful voice in the serious, literary 
scene. Her latest book, a collection of three novel-
las, is a darkly compelling work filled with complex 
characters, vibrant images, and sparklingly insightful 
prose.”—Midwest Book Review.

“Sanchez’ writing style is exquisite, Her flawless 
prose flows—sometimes beautiful, sometimes disturb-
ing—but always memorable.’—Mayra Calvani, The 
Bloomsbury Review.

Soft cover, 152 pages. U.S. price $15. The Wessex 
Collective. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead at the Box Office

an Edie Koslow-Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

Since Thomas Alva Edison had been its most 
famous resident, the small town of West Orange, New 
Jersey, successfully campaigned to host the World 
Premiere of the 1940 film biography, Edison, the 
Man. M.G.M. movie studios happily exploited the 
idea until aspiring local actresses began turning up 
dead. What had seemed to be a surefire promotional 
coup suddenly could become a complete and utter 
nightmare unless the studio’s publicity girl, with the 
help of the town’s local trouble-shooter, can discover 
the motive for the murders..

Soft cover, 182 pages. U.S. price, $15.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. Italian rights have reverted to the publisher; 
all rights available. 

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead in Their Sights

an Edie Koslow-Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

In 1942, M.G.M. publicity girl, Edie Koslow, 
is transferred from the Hollywood studio to the 
Manhattan offices. As a favor to Broadway producer 
George Abbott, she is asked to help with some 
publicity for an ingénue in his new play. That actress 
coincidentally hails from West Orange, New Jersey, 
and the assignment brings Edie back to familiar 
territory and renews her friendship with local trouble-
shooter, Tony Del Plato. But what should be a pleasant 
reunion is interrupted by Nazi saboteurs plotting to 
destroy the Thomas Edison factories.

Soft cover, 222 pages. U.S. price, $15.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead by All Appearances

an Edie Koslow-Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

As autumn arrives in 1942, the youngest Edison 
son asks local trouble-shooter, Tony Del Plato, and 
publicity girl, Edie Koslow, to visit the New England 
seaside estate of a millionaire inventor who is host-
ing a coast-to-coast Halloween radio broadcast which 
will star actress, Marjorie Reynolds, fresh from her hit 
movie, Holiday Inn. But the innocent frivolity of the 
event is almost eclipsed by murder and the discovery 
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of Nazi spies trying to steal the inventor’s top-secret 
weapons designs.

Soft cover, 200 pages. U.S. price $15.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead in Small Doses

a Tony Del Plato Mystery
John Dandola

With a romantic chemistry established between 
Tony Del Plato and actress Marjorie Reynolds, she 
takes over the co-sleuthing chores as her studio plans a 
Popular Science movie short featuring the millionaire 
inventor from Dead by All Appearances. The location 
shooting takes them from New England to the Carib-
bean on a treasure hunt which winds up involving 
them in smuggling and murder. Interwoven with the 
main plot are three stories related by Tony to Marjorie 
about his mysterious background.

Soft cover. U.S. price $15.95. Compass Point 
Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing Group. All rights 
available.

Fiction / Mystery
• Dead by Happenstance
a Tony Del Plato mystery

John Dandola

In the spring of 1943, Tony Del Plato winds up in 
the Mayan ruins of Chichen Itza when he is hired to 
supply security for a B movie. Of course, nothing goes 
quite as planned when dealing with a wayward stunt 
woman not to mention archaeological looting and 
murder. Marjorie Reynolds also manages a vacation to 
tag along adding both acting and detecting assistance 
as her romance with Tony blossoms.

Soft cover, 326 pages. U.S. price $15.95. Com-
pass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing Group. . 
All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead in Left Field

the sixth Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

Although World War II is raging across most of 
the globe, the only conflicts arising in West Orange, 
New Jersey, during the summer of 1943 are those 
between Little League baseball teams. All of that 
changes after spiteful political machinations cause 

Tony Del Plato to be harassed by a new member of the 
police department and the harassing officer is ground 
dead on the local baseball field.

The case quickly takes on labyrinthine twists that 
include prostitutes, potential turf wars, convoluted 
vendettas, New Jersey gangster “Long” Zwillman, and 
several members of “Lucky” Luciano’s crime family.

Meanwhile in Hollywood, actress Marjorie 
Reynolds plans to turn producer and she enlists fellow 
actress Jeff Donnell to play Tony’s surrogate daughter, 
Patty Drury, in a potential movie providing, of course, 
that Tony approves of the project and the casting 
choice.

Publication Date: 2016.
Pre-publication copy available from  Compass 

Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing. All rights 
available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead in the Shadows

the seventh Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

As Labor Day of 1943 draws near, actress Marjo-
rie Reynolds finally gets the chance to become a film 
producer when her idea for a B-movie mystery gets 
the green-light by Paramount Pictures.

With cinematographer Steve Hardin also taking 
the helm as director and actress Jeff Donnell signed 
as the lead, all that is necessary is Tony Del Plato’s 
participation not only as Marjorie’s co-producer but 
as her companion all alone and by themselves while 
scouting film locations in a small California town.

With Tony’s usual magnetism for trouble, what 
could possibly go wrong?

Publication Date: 2016.
Publication date: 2016. Compass Point Mysteries/

Quincannon Publishing. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead on Their Trail

the eighth Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

When production begins on the second Patty 
Drury movie, Tony Del Plato arranges for the real Pat-
ty to travel to California so that she can meet both her 
screen counterpart, actress Jeff Donnell, and actress 
Marjorie Reynolds who is the producer of the series.

Although the script’s storyline is set in the Wild 
West of the 1880’s, mysterious occurrences during 
shooting at the movie ranch location bring attention 
back to the present and the effect that World War II is 
having on the home front.
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Publication Date: 2016.
Pre-publication copy available from  Compass 

Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing.
 All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Dead in the Embers

the ninth Tony Del Plato mystery
John Dandola

After a landmark stone church is gutted by fire, 
Tony Del Plato is asked to investigate but the case is 
almost immediately complicated by squabbling town 
politicians, a screwy local historian, prying report-
ers, New Jersey mobsters, and Tony’s three favorite 
females: Patty Drury, Marjorie Reynolds, Jeff Donnell.

Publication Date: 2016.
Pre-publication copy available from  Compass 

Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing.
 All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Wind of Time

the first Jeffrey Devereaux-Kirsten Eriksson
 novel

John Dandola

Kirsten Eriksson possessed The Sight. Her dreams 
could relive the past or foresee the future.

For centuries, the origin of a mysterious stone 
tower in Newport, Rhode Island, has been debated, 
derided, and dismissed but upon Kirsten’s visit, she 
relives the tower’s construction by a twelfth-century 
Icelandic bishop and that also reveals her own familial 
ties to it.

Soft cover, 190 pages. U.S. price, $14.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. Polish rights have reverted to the 
publisher; all rights available. 

Fiction / Mysteries
• Wicked Is the Wind

the second Jeffrey Devereaux-Kirsten Eriksson 
novel

John Dandola

Epiphany, Massachusetts, had a rich history 
dating back two hundred years. Unfortunately, that 
hasn’t prevented present-day Epiphany from becoming 
the embodiment of municipal turmoil. Its neglected 
historic buildings are crumbling; its real estate values 
are plummeting; its merchants are relocating; and 

its corrupt politicians are squabbling over who’s to 
blame. 

Making matters worse, new construction has 
been halted in a drained tidal marsh when seemingly 
ancient artifacts are uncovered there. After one of 
Kirsten Eriksson’s friends becomes involved, amateur 
historian Jeffrey Devereaux is asked to make an 
inspection of the site. But the political climate and an 
ensuing murder nearly obliterate Jeffrey’s conclusion 
that the artifacts may actually pre-date Epiphany’s 
founding by centuries.

Soft cover, 222 pages. U.S. price, $14.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• The Unbound Wind

the third Jeffrey Devereaux-Kirsten Eriksson 
novel

John Dandola
       
       When a member of the Board of Directors turns up 
dead on the grounds of Hammond Castle Museum after a 
Renaissance Faire and another death occurs during a toy 
show in the castle’s Great Hall, Jeffrey and Kirsten can’t 
help but wonder if the misfortunes are somehow connected 
with a medieval artifact they have been studying. 

Soft cover, 200 pages. U.S. price $14.95. 
Compass Point Mysteries/Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries
• A Beckoning Wind

the fourth Jeffrey Devereaux-Kirsten Eriksson 
novel

John Dandola

What should be a peaceful week of sunshine and 
relaxation on the Gulf Coast of Florida turns out to 
be anything but when Jeffrey and Kirsten become 
involved with solving a murder which is somehow 
connected to newly-discovered artifacts dating from 
contact between the local Indians and Spaniards dur-
ing the sixteenth century.

Also included is an additional bonus: a never-be-
fore-published short story, Whispers Upon the Wind, 
in which Jeffrey and Kirsten are asked to investigate 
the mysterious origin of a medieval fresco hidden 
within Hammond Castle Museum in Gloucester, Mas-
sachusetts.

Soft cover. Quincannon Publishing Group. All 
rights available.
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Fiction / Mysteries
Roy Lewis / The Arnold Langdon Mysteries

The Arnold Landon mysteries have entertained 
readers for more than thirty years. British mystery 
novelist Roy Lewis has authored a series of twenty-
one (and counting) such novels set in scenic Northum-
berland and featuring an amateur historian and 
 archaeological digs galore. American mystery novelist 
and screenwriter John Dandola has even been at work 
adapting them for possible television production.

Hardcover and paperback publishing rights 
are once again available to the first fourteen 
Landon novels; others will follow as the rights to 
each novel revert back to the author. The first fourteen 
titles are:

A Gathering of Ghosts / “Arnold Landon [is] 
an unforgettable character. A Gathering of Ghosts is 
an unusual book, one with a pronounced streak of 
poetry.”—The New York Times Book Review

Most Cunning Workmen / “Gives readers a 
wizard puzzle to solve as well as the joy of vicariously 
exploring irreplaceable British treasures. The author’s 
cool posture, sly humor and unpredictable plot make 
his new mystery a delight for discriminating fans.” 
—Publishers Weekly

A Trout in the Milk / “A splendid combination of 
atmosphere, history and plotting.”—Booklist

Men of Subtle Craft / “Lewis unobtrusively 
weaves ancient history into actions and motivations of 
the present day, with quietly spell-binding results. His 
storytelling is subtle craft indeed.”—San Francisco 
Chronicle

The Devil is Dead / “This intelligent, nicely 
textured mystery gathers speed and races to a thrilling 
conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly

A Wisp of Smoke / “An understated marvel of 
breathless economy.”—Booklist

A Secret Dying / “A new detective yarn from 
England can be irresistible.... Roy Lewis’ A Secret 
Dying is the classic prototype.”—St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch

The Cross Bearer / “Marvelously imagined, 
with high romance throbbing behind the measured 
prose.”—Literary Review

Bloodeagle / “A neat and pacy read.”—Oxford 
Mail

A Short-Lived Ghost / “Power struggles in the 
world of archaeology with a touch of murder thrown 
in....”—Ham & High

Angel of Death / “Engaging, exciting and a sight 
more interesting than who’s coming through the door 
with a .45 in their hand...Unique and cherishable; one 
of Lewis’s best.”—Literary Review

Suddenly as a Shadow / “Eminently read-
able.”—Birmingham Post

The Shape-Shifter / “Exciting and individual. 
Lewis is a master craftsman and this is one of his 
best.”—Literary Review

The Ghost Dancers / “Lewis does his stuff bril-
liantly...A magisterial, satisfying read.”—Literary 
Review

Roy Lewis has been writing mysteries for the 
past forty years. He is the father of three lawyers and 
a former college administrator who now manages his 
own business interests in Southeast Asia. He divides 
his time between northern England (where most of his 
books are set), France, and Spain. 

In all, Lewis has written more than fifty novels.

Hardcover and paperback publishing rights 
are also available for all of his stand-alone mystery 
titles as well as most of the titles in his two other 
mystery series: one, featuring English lawyer Eric 
Ward and the other, English policeman John Crow.

Please contact International Titles about rights 
and any other matters of interest regarding Roy 
Lewis.

Fiction / Mysteries
• Menace

Gayle Rogers

A lunatic has escaped from an asylum, a man who 
had never been allowed to attend the public school of 
a mountain village in the Washington Cascades. The 
teacher of the school has disappeared—just vanished 
without a trace. Two retired university professors have 
been killed at their doorstep by an ax murderer—and 
their daughter Mary has been hired to replace the 
missing teacher.
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The town minister has psychic visions that she 
will be killed as well. To save her the school must 
remain closed. Although she will never admit it, Mary 
has nightmares that tell her the same thing. She is as 
determined to teach as the minister is determined that 
she not do it.

Mary believes in magic. She has her relationship 
with God and the eternal all worked out. There is a 
window beyond the human mind into the soul and all 
of its many mansions that make time timeless and a 
path to it sacred. Many mansions await the seeker and 
the sought. The sleeping princess awaits the kiss of the 
prince and a new awakening for them both. 

There are many paths to the sacred. One of them 
Mary sees is opening the school and she is determined 
to do it. But the school is haunted. The school is men-
aced. 

Believe in magic, Mary still wants to be a teacher 
and share in the joy of the awakening of a mind in ev-
ery student. For her, such openings are a path beyond 
limits. She wants to show students the meadow beyond 
the windowsill where belief in magic becomes real. 

A romantic, she dreams of one true love—and 
meets him. Oh, she also meets the ax murderer.

Soft cover, 175 pages. U.S. price $14.95. Origi-
nally published as Mary’s Little Lamb. Sojourner 
Publishers, Inc. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries, Christian Gnostics
• Three Blind Mice

Gayle Rogers

Who are this novel’s characters?
Nothing in this book and nothing in life is as it 

seems.
The novel’s cover depicts two women kissing one 

man.
Perhaps, they are the three blind mice.
Perhaps, the two women and one man are in the 

Garden of Eden before one woman decides that they 
must leave.

The title is so ordinary because the situation that 
befalls the man is not uncommon—can you deeply 
love one woman and still feel lust for another woman?

This is a murder mystery (three murders, actu-
ally)—but who is the murderer?

The book is a love story, one that is tied to the 
Gnostic teachings of Jesus, the sacredness of human 
love (as seen in Gnosticism) and the human need to 
self-destruct.

Soft cover, 310 pages. Sojourner Publishers Inc. 
U.S. price $18.99. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries, Radio Plays
• A Father Brown Triptych, a trio of radio plays 

featuring G.K. Chesterton’s ecclesiastical detective
Adapted by John Dandola

Each January, an offering of plays and discus-
sions entitled Saints & Sleuths is sponsored by the 
G.K. Chesterton Institute on the campus of Seton Hall 
University. A key element of these programs has been 
John Dandola’s adaptations of the venerable Father 
Brown mysteries into old-fashioned radio drama 
performed live onstage with sound effects. Due to 
worldwide interest expressed by Chesterton devotees, 
they are published here for the first time in book form.

The Intercessions of Father Brown introduces us 
to the main cast of Chesterton characters by imagina-
tively combining The Blue Cross, The Queer Feet, and 
The Flying Stars.

The Fallen Idols of Father Brown draws somber 
dramatic parallels between The Secret Garden and The 
Sign of the Broken Blade.

The Hoodwinking of Father Brown seamlessly 
blends the deductions taught in The Eye of Apollo, The 
Three Tools of Death, and The Honour of Israel Gow.

John Dandola is a mystery novelist, screenwriter, 
and playwright. He is a member of the Mystery Writ-
ers of America, the Writers Guild of America, and the 
Dramatists Guild of America.

Soft cover, 180 pages. Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Mysteries, Stage Script
• The Man Who Was Thursday

Adapted by John Dandola

First published in 1908, The Man Who Was 
Thursday by G.K. Chesterton has remained a mainstay 
of literature. Almost incapable of being categorized—
is it a mystery, a fantasy, an allegory, all of the above 
or even more?—the story blends the fantastic and the 
bizarre into a tale about mad anarchists rampaging 
their way across Britain and Europe.

In celebration of the novella’s one-hundredth 
anniversary, it was adapted not only as a full-length 
stage play in three acts but also as a radio play by John 
Dandola. The undertaking was co-sponsored by the 
G.K. Chesterton Institute and produced by the Celtic 
Theatre Company in the Theatre-in-the-Round on the 
campus of Seton Hall University. Due to worldwide 
interest expressed by Chesterton devotees, both dra-
matic versions are published here for the first time in 
book form.
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John Dandola is a mystery novelist, screenwriter, 
and playwright. He is a member of the Mystery Writ-
ers of America, the Writers Guild of America, and the 
Dramatists Guild of America.

Soft cover, 130 pages. Quincannon Publishing 
Group. All rights available.

Fiction / Paranormal, Historical
• Amelia 1868

Janet Kay

She begins to sob uncontrollably upon discovering 
an overgrown tombstone in the mountains overlooking 
the old western ghost town of Virginia City, Montana. 
It is inscribed simply ‘Amelia 1868.’ Obsessed with 
discovering the identity of this woman, Rose finds her-
self shuttling back and forth in time between her world 
and that of an 1860s dance hall girl. Trapped between 
the past and the present, Rose struggles to find a way 
to move into the future.

“Janet Kay is a gifted storyteller who enthralls her 
readers with her brilliant imagination and alluring plot. 
You won’t be able to put Amelia 1868 down!”— 
Stacie Theis, Beachbound Books.

“Highly recommended.”—Midwest Book Review.
Softcover, 272 pages. U.S. price $15.95; eBook 

$5.95. Janet Kay. All rights available.

Fiction / Paranormal, Romance, Inspirational
• Waters of the Dancing Sky

Janet Kay

An inspirational love story/wilderness adventure 
set on the islands of Rainy Lake along the United 
States/Canadian international border, a soul journey 
that unfolds like a Hallmark movie.

Reviews have been excellent:
“An elegantly told story filled with twists and 

turns, pain and tenderness, conflict and resolution. 
A story about the universality of life. Highly recom-
mended reading for lovers of life everywhere.”—Don 
Bacue, International Features Syndicate.

“A brilliant tale, beautifully written, of second 
chances and building a better, stronger life.”—Melissa 
Levine, Independent Professional Book Reviewers.

Author Janet Kay lives and writes on a lake in 
northwest Wisconsin. This is her debut novel and she’s 
planning a sequel based on numerous requests from 
her fans.

Softcover, 272 pages. U.S. price $15.95; eBook 
$5.95. Janet Kay. All rights available.

Fiction / Romance
• Dark Corners
Gayle Rogers

Where is the ultimate triumph of death? In the 
dark corners of your mind death reigns supreme—but 
what if that is nullified by the unquenchable power of 
love?

John Keats and Frances Brawne will themselves 
to meet again and to love again.

“He had to tell her one more thing. From the 
depths of his soul, he had to tell her one more thing.

“Thou art my Heaven, and I thine eremite.
“The night changed. The fog gently withdrew as 

if by magic, or as if it was made of magic all the time. 
The dark became clear light as a full moon bathed both 
land and sea in a soft and silvered radiance. He felt 
the benevolence of pure enchantment, its center, in a 
heaven of perfect love and all of its expressions. He 
saw the lamp, the light within the casements to light, 
and he thought—those words are not new to me. I 
have been through these casements before.

“He smashed the glass with his hands and entered 
the house.”

Haunted by the ghosts of their past lives and 
threatened by a madman in their present, Keats and 
Frances wonder if their love can triumph over death a 
second time?

Soft cover, 256 pages. U.S. price $9.95. Sojourner 
Publishers, Inc. All rights available.

Fiction / Romance and Adventure
• The Children of Talavera

E. Warner Morrell

ForeWord Magazine Book of the Year Finalist.
The adventures of a shy but determined young 

woman as she learns her true identity and is transport-
ed to the Caribbean island of her birth, where visions 
revealed in an ancient journal lead her on a perilous 
journey of further discoveries.

The protagonist’s love for two men of opposing 
character inspires much of the narrative, but all three 
major characters are driven by dedication to ideals as 
much as they are motivated by their passions.

Equally vivid in this fascinating story are the po-
litical machinations of men and women trying to forge 
economic prosperity in the face of desperate poverty, 
ignorance, and Marxist revolutionary peasants trying 
to replace the current island government. The choices 
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the leading characters make will influence history for 
good or evil.

“...a wonderful story, engaging from the very first 
page to the very last and leaving the reader hoping 
more stories will flow from the pen of this talented 
writer.”—Crystal Reviews.

E. Warner Morrell, born and raised in Kansas 
City, Missouri, has spent most of her life in the Ameri-
can Southwest and now lives in Missouri.

Soft cover, 537 pages. U.S. price $14.50. E. 
Warner Morrell. All rights available.

Fiction / Short Fiction, Horror & Adventure
• Echoes from the Castle Walls, 

The Fiction of John Hays Hammond, Jr.
John Hays Hammond, Jr.

The “Father of Radio Control,” is one of 
America’s greatest inventors with some 800 
international patents on more than 400 inventions 
to his credit. A well-traveled bon vivant, Hammond 
built himself a castle; threw lavish parties; hobnobbed 
with movie stars, royalty, and world leaders; piloted 
his own yacht; and, at the encouragement of Rudyard 
Kipling, dabbled in writing fiction. His horror and 
adventure stories are gathered here for the first time.

Soft cover expanded second edition, 96 pages 
with black and white illustrations. Tory Corner 
Editions/Quincannon Publishing. All rights available.

Fiction / Thriller, Alternative History
• Meltdown

Francis Hamit

Alternative history thriller set in the late 1990s 
about a terrorist attack by domestic militia groups 
against a nuclear power plant located in the American 
Midwest defended by a force of contract security of-
ficers.

Shortly after Francis Hamit received his MFA 
degree from the Iowa Writers Workshop, economic 
circumstances forced him to take a temporary job in 
private security as a Captain, running 200 security 
guards at 24 major industrial accounts in the Chicago 
suburbs. He got the job because of his military experi-
ence in the Army Security Agency in Vietnam and 
Germany.

One of the accounts was a nuclear power plant. 
The temporary job became a 21-year career as a sales 
executive, consultant and columnist for Security Tech-
nology & Design magazine while he also worked as a 
freelance writer for many publications and genres. He 
left the security industry behind in 2003, but recalls 

the dedication and professionalism of the many col-
leagues he had there.

“This is a five star book, extremely well written, 
entertaining, informative, and definitely an adult novel 
because of its graphic descriptions and some sexual 
overtones....”—Clark Issacs.

Softcover, 246 pages. U.S. price $21; also avail-
able as an eBook. Brass Cannon Media. All rights 
available.

Gay / Lesbian / Memoir
• Snippets from the Trenches, a mother’s AIDS 

memoir
Freda Wagman

A time line of the twelve-year journey of the 
author’s son living with HIV/AIDS.

Upon learning of his diagnosis early in 1983, 
she joined the fledgling AIDS Foundation Houston. 
Throughout the book, she tells of her involvement in 
helping other people, along with the hope of learning 
how to deal with her own impending loss. Of course, 
as the reader finds, one is never prepared for that.

The book chronicles the author’s personal growth 
while monitoring her only child’s health and that of 
numerous people with AIDS whom she had grown to 
love. Even her fellow volunteers were succumbing 
to the illness, magnifying the sorrow to even greater 
levels.

“The book you sent me is wonderfully written. 
I’m not a bit surprised that Foreword Magazine desig-
nated it the book of the year,”—Marion Roach Smith, 
heard daily on ‘The Naturalist’s Datebook,’ Martha 
Stewart Living Radio, and author of The Memoir Proj-
ect, A Thoroughly Non-Standardized Text for Writing 
& Life.

Susan Choi, Pulitzer Prize Finalist, Ameri-
can Woman: “The really extraordinary thing about 
this book is that it tells the story of how one mother 
embarked on her feverish course of involvement in the 
AIDS community, in large part to help herself come 
to terms with the possibility of her son’s death. But all 
that work really doesn’t prepare her. She becomes in-
credibly intimate with a series of strangers, yet she and 
her son have more and more trouble talking about HIS 
illness, which is the reason she is doing all this in the 
first place. She becomes indispensable at the bedsides 
of countless other people, but when Gary is dying she 
feels helpless, disconnected and as if she’d never set 
foot in an AIDS hospital room. What is moving about 
this book is the fact that all this preparation doesn’t 
prepare, because NOTHING can prepare her.

“An unflinching, heartbreaking memoir. A testa-
ment to one woman’s bravery and caring in the face of 
tragedy.”—Follow the Sun.
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“A powerful and moving portrait of the limits of 
humanity and the many faces of AIDS. Written with a 
profoundly empathetic voice.”—Pressque Editing.

Snippets from the Trenches, a mother’s AIDS 
memoir is available from Amazon in paperback and 
Kindle2. A video book trailer may be seen at http://
video.yahoo.com/watch/4968051?fr=yvmtf.

Soft cover, 258 pages. U.S. price $18. Freda 
Wagman. Chinese rights sold; all other rights avail-
able.

Industrial Security
• Security Matters: Essays on Indus-

trial Security
Francis Hamit

Francis Hamit spent more than twenty years in 
the Security industry as a guard Captain, manager, 
sales executive and consultant. For seven years (1994-
2000) he wrote a monthly column on industry issues, 
“Security Counterpoint” for Security Technology & 
Design magazine.

Much of that material written in a style accessible 
to the general reader, remains relevant today.

This book contains 32 essays that address such 
issues as:

 • Domestic terrorism
 • The role of security professionals in our society
 • The Interactions between business and law 

enforcement
 • Little known threats to persons and property.
Suitable as a supplemental readings text for 

academic courses, Security Matters is also a resource 
for security professionals, and an interesting and 
enjoyable book for others interested in Security, Law 
Enforcement, Corporate Culture, and Loss Prevention.

Softcover, 302 pages with end matter and table of 
contents. U.S. print price $44. Pathway Book Service; 
Amazon e-book $39. All rights available.

Leadership / Business
• Hardwired Humans, Successful Leadership 

Using Human Instincts
Andrew O’Keeffe

“A compelling book.” —Dr. Jane Goodall.
Offices are not our natural habitat.
Leadership is easier when you understand the 

nine instincts that still drive human behavior, Based 
on the author’s wide experience in large organiza-
tions combined with witty true stories of chimps 
from Taronga Zoo and Gombe, Tanzania, Hardwired 
Humans explains the psychology behind the human 

instincts of social behavior and how leaders can use an 
understanding of these instincts to make more effec-
tive decisions.

“This excellent, entertaining book introduces the 
ideas of modern evolutionary psychology and their 
relevance for life and business. It does so with style 
and wit. The blend of evidence from research on apes 
with insights about human behaviour tells the story of 
what it takes to be human in a most engaging fashion.” 
—Nigel Nicholson, professor of organisational behav-
iour, London Business School.

Andrew O’Keeffe has worked in senior roles with 
IBM, Cable & Wireless Optus, SKM and Hewitt Asso-
ciates, He is an associate of three of Australia’s leading 
business schools and author of the celebrated novel 
The Boss (find above under ‘Fiction’).

Hardcover, 236 pages. Australian price $A39.95. 
Greenleaf Books. All rights available.

Literary / Horror & Fantasy
• The Ghosts of Hammond Castle

John Dandola

Like all proper castles, Hammond Castle Museum 
in Gloucester, Massachusetts, has had its share of 
reported hauntings and apparitions. Of the great many 
people who have had paranormal encounters within 
its walls, some say that restless ghosts on Cape Ann 
have been naturally attracted to the structure; others 
attribute the goings-on directly to Mr. and Mrs. 
Hammond, who built the castle as their home and 
whose strong beliefs in such things may continue to 
act as a lightning rod which beckons spirits; and still 
others claim that it is because many of the medieval 
artifacts in the museum collection brought along the 
souls of their long deceased owners which became 
attached to beloved possessions in the afterlife. Here 
is a fascinating collection of stories about ghostly 
occurrences that have happened at the castle over the 
years.

Soft cover expanded second edition, 72 pages 
with black and white illustrations. Quincannon 
Publishing Group. All rights available.

People / Autobiography
• Never Climbed His Mountain: One Life’s Jour-

ney to the Heights and the Abyss. 2nd Edition.
Julian Gladstone

Millions, mostly heterosexual males, are attracted 
to female clothes; wearing them either under “drab” 
or out and about next to you at a store or restaurant. 
This facet of my life’s journey of anguish and gender 
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dysphoria—my autobiography—is the core foundation 
of this story.

Building on this genre are air wars over Europe 
and, later, memories revisited, fantasyland of Hol-
lywood, Wharton and a bigoted rowing coach, Tokyo 
riot by the numbers, spiritual musings in a cathedral, 
at the Hollywood Bowl, on a cliff at Big Sur and else-
where; golfing to “get ahead,” a birder life’s list, the 
dog show world, retailing experiences from coast to 
coast with its political infighting, a cheating president, 
midnight meeting of armed dissidents during a race 
riot, friendships with such luminaries as Sam Walton 
of Wal-Mart and personal bankruptcy—all interwoven 
in one fabric—one memoir.

I was born of strong-willed parents, both success-
ful even during the Great Depression, navigator/bom-
bardier on World War II bombers, graduated Whar-
ton School, involved in motion pictures in Mexico, 
Hollywood and New York, developed largest hardware 
distributor in Canada, and employed at the execu-
tive level in every form of conventional and discount 
retail operations from coast to coast—with all the 
intrigue, sex and politics mixed in that brew.

Along the way, I became a scratch golfer and 
bred nationally recognized show dogs (Boxers). I was 
married to a half-Cree, half-Scotch lady for 52 years 
before divorcing from a loveless marriage.

After twenty-five years in Washington State, I 
moved to Florida to join my widowed cousin in order 
to write this Second Edition. I am now alone for the 
first time in fifty-seven years due to dementia overtak-
ing her. 

 Oh yes: from pre-puberty I morphed into a closet-
ed heterosexual cross dresser. Until the advent of the 
Internet I thought I was some sort of pervert alone in 
the universe.

Hard and softcover, 534 pages. U.S. price 
$42.95; $29.95. Julian Gladstone. All rights 
available.

People / Biography, Memoir
• Solacers

Arion Golmakani

The story of a forgotten, disregarded child but 
also a story of hope, integrity, and forgiveness.

Alireza seemingly has every reason to give up, to 
sink into feelings of personal martyrdom or resolve to 
take vengeance on those who have harmed him.

Instead, he keeps an open heart, able to be 
touched by the kindness others show him, able to feel 
love and seek possibility in any circumstance.

And he learns to listen to the dreams of his past 
and future and set himself on the path that will turn his 
dreams into reality.

“Golmakani gives voice to children everywhere 
who long for nurturing and hunger for security. His 
is a remarkable story of resilience and optimism with 
lessons for us all.”—Hans J. Massaquoi, whose best-
selling book Destined to Witness: Growing Up Black 
in Nazi Germany was produced in the German mini-
series ‘Neger, Neger, Schornsteinfeger.’

“As readers, we admire his persistence and his 
generous heart.”—Karen Ackland, Forewords Review 
Magazine, April, 2011.

Arion Golmakani is an American author of Irani-
an origins. He was born in Tehran and migrated to the 
United States in the spring of 1974 at the age of 17. 
Arion was educated at College Conservatory of Music, 
University of Cincinnati, where he received a degree 
in fine arts, specializing in radio and television.

Softcover, 289 pages. U.S. price $14.95; eBook 
$9.99. RedCornPoppy Books. All rights available.

People / Biography, Science
• Living in the Past, Looking to the Future, 
The Biography of John Hays Hammond, Jr.

John Dandola

The life of John Hays Hammond, Jr., has all the 
elements of best-selling fiction: he was the scion of a 
wealthy family; the son of a world-famous father; the 
protégé of Thomas Alva Edison, Alexander Graham 
Bell, and Nikola Tesla.

When he demonstrated that he could steer un-
manned power boats from shore, newspapers dubbed 
him ‘The Boy Inventor’ but he went on to be lauded as 
‘The Father of Radio Control.’

Along the way, he accumulated some 800 U.S. 
and foreign patents on more than 400 different inven-
tions; amassed a personal fortune from his innovations 
for military weaponry and radio; built an actual castle 
as his home, laboratory, and showplace for his medi-
eval art collection; and played host to the international 
elite.

This is the biography of a man who obsessively 
gathered bits and pieces of history around him yet 
whose scientific work led to a future of robots, target-
seeking torpedoes, and guided missiles.

John Dandola is an award-winning author, histori-
an, and screenwriter. His insights into the personalities 
of great men were fostered by his maternal grandfather 
who worked as a messenger boy for Thomas Edison 
during the 1910’s. Both the Edison laboratories and 
Hammond Castle have been used as backdrops in 
several of Mr. Dandola’s mystery novels, one of which 
even features John Hays Hammond, Jr. as a character.

Soft cover, 265 pages. U.S. price $19.95. The 
Quincannon Publishing Group. All right available.
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Religion
• Castle of Dreams, The Divinity Within: How 

Jesus Christ Survives Christianity
Gayle Rogers

When God became man in the form of Jesus 
Christ, both man and God were changed.

Established churches subsequently tried to change 
Jesus yet again by declaring him “a conscious path to 
God.”

The actual Jesus, however, remains free of these 
doctrinal changes and their often implicit tenets that 
would kill His spirit and use Him as a basis for fas-
cism.

Man-created religious doctrines have no power 
over our men-creating God.

As Castle of Dreams shows, we ourselves, like 
Jesus/God, can be free of these nihilistic religious 
doctrines.

Soft cover, 245 pages. U.S. price $14.95. 
Sojourner Publishers Inc.. All rights available.

Self-Help / Motivational, Spiritual
• Dying Was the Best Thing That Ever Happened 

to Me, Stories of Healing and Wisdom Along Life’s 
Journey

William E. Hablitzel, M.D.

In this 2007 Independent Publisher Book Awards 
Medalist, William E. Hablitzel, M.D., a practicing 
physician and medical educator, shows the magic 
found in his patients’ lives.

Caring for patients in hospitals, examination 
rooms, and even in the back of ambulances, he has 
found lives stripped to their essence, and amidst that 
essence, great wisdom.

In an overworked and perpetually stressed society, 
his timely carpe diem message and life lessons will ap-
peal to almost everyone and are touching lives around 
the world.

Writes Publishers Weekly: “He shares the wisdom, 
humor, and resoluteness of a Marcus Welby in this 
engrossing and moving collection.”

“Stories to heal your life...beautifully present-
ed.”—Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.

“This book has all of the wisdom one could seek, 
told in a heartwarming way that touched me deeply. 
When a book leads me to tears and joy, as this book 
has, I know it contains the essence of life. Read it and 
reap the benefits and wisdom from the experience of 
others.”—Bernie Siegel, M.D.

“.... more like a healing than a book.”—Larry 
Dossey, M.D.

Hardcover, 256 pages. U.S. price $24.95. Sun-
shine Ridge Publishing. German, Dutch, Australia/
New Zealand, Korean, Taiwan (complex Chinese) 
and Indian, Sri Lankan, Nigerian and Turkish 
rights sold; all other rights available.

Self-Help / Motivational, Spiritual, Health
• It Was Only a Moment Ago
William E. Hablitzel, M.D.

        
      Would it surprise you to learn that your doctor knows 
very little about healing? Doctors know a great deal about 
treating symptoms and curing disease to be sure, but the 
incredible need masquerading as aches, pains, and fatigue 
that fills medical offices and emergency rooms far too often 
slips by unattended and unnoticed. It takes special teachers 
and a willingness to listen to learn about healing.

Dr. William E. Hablitzel knows of such things. 
Practicing physician, medical educator, and award-
winning author, he has discovered his greatest teachers 
of healing within the lives he has cared for. In It Was 
Only a Moment Ago, Dr. Hablitzel shares the lessons 
that can be learned through illness, loss, and even 
death. From the lives of others the reader discovers 
that illness resides in the energy that we invite into 
our lives. So too, does healing. This is the book that 
anyone who has ever been ill wishes their physician 
would read.

A master storyteller, Dr. Hablitzel’s work has 
spread around the world. His first book, Dying Was 
the Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me, has been 
published in countries spanning five continents. An 
associate professor of clinical medicine at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati College of Medicine, he has been 
recognized for excellence in teaching. His work in 
rural healthcare was honored by resolutions passed by 
the Ohio State Senate and the Ohio House of Repre-
sentatives.

2013 Eric Hoffer Award Winner.
“This Man is an Angel disguised as a Medical 

Doctor—His words will Touch Your Soul.”—Dr. 
Wayne W. Dyer.

“Highly recommended for anyone who needs a 
reminder of what the compassionate heart of medicine 
can be like.”—Larry Dossey, M.D.

Hardcover, 300 pages. U.S. price $24.95. 
Sunshine Ridge Publishing. All rights available.
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Self-Help / Personal Growth, 
Development

• Becoming What You Want to See in the 
World, New Expanded Green Edition

Mary Claire O’Neal

 Recipient of Foreword Magazine’s Book of 
the Year Award, Best Books Award, and the Indie 

Excellence Award.

An engaging book that helps readers examine the 
‘physics’ of happiness and how to ignite and revive 
passion and joy in life. With personal stories and prac-
tical tools and activities, this book offers help from 
a seasoned professional in leading a more fulfilling, 
balanced, and meaningful life.

It contains clear and concise principles and plans 
of action for our busy lives and centers around tools 
for compassionate communication, within ourselves 
and with others, that anyone can use to improve one’s 
outlook and live an inspired life.

“This book could not have come at a more op-
portune time. A ray of hope amid chaos....”—Arun 
Gandhi, President, M.K. Gandhi Institute for Nonvio-
lence.

Mary Claire O’Neal is a communications consul-
tant, motivational speaker and actress who has worked 
and studied at the Royal National Theatre in Britain 
with Sir Anthony Hopkins.

Softcover, 104 pages. U.S. price $14.95. River 
Birch Publishing, LLC. Greek, Indian and Nigerian 
reprint rights sold; all other rights available.

Self-Help / Relationships / Mind, Body, Spirit
• You Might Be A Narcissist If...How to Identify 
Narcissism in Ourselves and Others and What 

We Can Do about It
Lisa Charlebois, LCSW; Paul Meier, MD; and 

Cynthia Munz, LMSW

Can help determine if the stress in relationships 
with family, friends, or at work is unknowingly caused 
from narcissism in yourself or others. Narcissism 
is quite common; most of us have some narcissistic 
tendencies.

The book was written by two psychotherapists 
and a psychiatrist with decades of both personal and 
professional experience with narcissism. It is filled 
with many interesting examples taken from the au-
thors’ or their clients’ lives that clearly demonstrate 
narcissism.

A Narcissism Questionnaire and practical sugges-
tions are given for dealing with narcissism whether it’s 
in your spouse, a co-worker, or even yourself.

Softcover, 98 pages. U.S. price $13.95; eBook 
$9.99. You Might Be A Narcissist If... All rights 
available.

Self-Help / Spirituality
• 12 Secrets for Healing, Sacred Wisdom to Enrich 

the Healing Life
William E. Hablitzel, M.D.

You do not have to be a physician to be a healer. 
Some of the world’s greatest healers have never 
attended medical school. Their healing secrets are hid-
den in the lives that surround us, lives woven from the 
threads of spirituality, touched by the mysteries of the 
universe, and filled with stories to tell.

Dr. William Hablitzel, award-winning author of 
Dying Was the Best Thing that Ever Happened 
to Me, shares the lessons gleaned from his greatest 
teachers—the patients he has cared for. In their stories 
are found secrets that can help us discover meaning 
and happiness, secrets that can make ordinary life ex-
traordinary, and secrets that can teach us how to heal.

William E. Hablitzel, M.D., an internist in south-
ern Ohio, started his career as a firefighter-paramedic 
for his hometown fire department. As an associate pro-
fessor of clinical medicine at the University of Cincin-
nati College of Medicine, he has been recognized for 
excellence in teaching. His work in rural health care 
was honored by resolutions passed by the Ohio State 
Senate and the Ohio House of Representatives. When 
not seeing patients or teaching, he is drawn to the 
hills of Appalachia where he finds birds, photographs 
nature and cherishes the silence.

Softcover. U.S. price $14.95. Sunshine Ridge. All 
rights available.

Self-Help / Stress Management, Mind-Body
• Balancing Act: Reflections, Meditations, and 

Coping Strategies for Today’s Fast-Paced Whirl
Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D.

This Amazon best-selling resource is indispens-
able for handling stress and strain. It is practical, 
comforting, and humorous—a must-have for your 
bedside table.

Norm Shealy, M.D., Ph.D. says Balancing Act 
“speaks to the soul.”

Bernie Siegel, M.D. proclaims, “...can help to 
inform you and inspire change.”

Dr. Frank Lawlis says, “is well worth reading...”
Carol Ritberger, Ph.D. declares, “This is one book 

you will read multiple times...”
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Psychoneuroimmunology has taught us that emo-
tions, thoughts, bodily sensations, and yearnings of 
the soul work hand-in-hand. In Balancing Act, you 
will find reflections, meditations, and coping strate-
gies grounded in psychoneuroimmunology, cognitive-
behavioral, transpersonal and positive psychologies, 
big picture spirituality, and humor to help you make it 
through the day—as well as the night.

The author is psychologist Adele Ryan McDow-
ell, Ph.D., who likes looking at life through the big 
view.

Softcover, 177 pages. U.S. price $13.95; eBook 
$9.99. White Flower Press. All rights available.

Suicide
• Making Peace with Suicide: A Book of 
Hope, Understanding, and Comfort

Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D.

 Written by Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D., a practicing 
psychotherapist and former hot-line responder, Making 
Peace with Suicide provides a comprehensive and 
compassionate look at the world-wide phenomena of 
suicide. The book is designed for those who have lost a 
loved one to suicide; those considering suicide; and those 
who work with or counsel the bereaved and the suicidal.
 Making Peace with Suicide analyzes the factors and 
circumstances that can lead to suicide and sheds light on 
the phenomena of suicide vis-à-vis teenagers, the military, 
post-partum depression, as an end-of-life choice, and 
asks if addiction is a form of slow suicide. Dr. McDowell 
provides a seven-step healing process and explores suicide 
and the soul and today’s global energy of suicide. 
 Dr. McDowell is a psychotherapist with 30+ years’ 
experience. Her work focuses on helping clients find hope 
and balance in the face of crisis, trauma, and grief. She has 
worked with suicide, domestic violence, and sexual assault 
crisis hotlines; survivors of Hurricane Katrina, 9/11, 
the Joplin Tornado, and the Newtown shooting; clients 
struggling with addiction as well as those moving through 
profound life changes such as grief and health challenges. 
Dr. McDowell is also the author of Balancing Act: 
Reflections, Meditations, and Coping Strategies for 
Today’s Fast-Paced Whirl. You can learn more at http://
AdeleRyanMcDowell.com and http://AdeleandthePenguin.
com. 

“No topic could be more timely than suicide. This 
remarkable book addresses people who have contem-
plated ending their lives as well as those who have to 
deal with the aftermath of those who succeeded. But 
it will also be invaluable to mental health workers 
and military chaplains, especially those who deal with 
young people who have been bullied and veterans with 
PTSD. For such a complex topic, Dr. McDowell’s 
writing style is reader-friendly and the stories she 

presents may well evoke tears. Her wise recommen-
dations include teaching self-mastery techniques to 
help people cope with the stress of a success-oriented 
society. I have read many books on this sensitive 
topic, but none with the breadth and scope of Making 
Peace with Suicide.”—Stanley Krippner, PhD, co-
author, Personal Mythology: The Psychology of Your 
Evolving Self and Haunted by Combat: Understanding 
PTSD in War Veterans. 

“Finally. A book that explains—in the simplest 
of terms, in a non-sensational, non-academic man-
ner—the phenomenal, worldwide epidemic we call 
suicide. If you read one book on mental illness and 
how it affects our world, READ THIS ONE!”—Ginny 
Sparrow, Editor, American Association of Suicidology.

Softcover, 232 pages. U.S. price $15.99. White 
Flower Press. All rights available.
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